FROSH-SOPH INFORMAL DANCE WITH JACK CHAPMAN'S BAND IS WEEK'S GALA ATTRACTION

Medina Athletic Club's Famous Balroom to Be Scene of Party for Underclassmen

SALE OF BIDS INCREASES AS DANCE DRAWS NEAR

Juniors Pledged to Salamander

Junior Class to Elect Marshall

Midwest Trackmen Point for Fifth Armour Invitational Relays to Be Held April 1

Outstanding College Track and Field Stars of the Midwest to Compete in Armour Relays

PEP MEETING IN ASSEMBLY THURSDAY

Electrical Inspect Two Power Stations

Revised Statistics on Library Attendance
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NOTICE

To Hold Concert at Lindblom High

R. I. Randolph Speaks On Armour Program

Eugene Addresses Students of W. S. E.

Sophie and Frosh in Joint Meeting

Senior Chemical Trip

ADVANCE REGISTRATION FOR ANNOUNCEMENT ORDER

Tech Papers Urged for Presentation at Tech Day Next Friday

Tech Papers Urged for Presentation at Tech Day Next Friday

Organize Harmonica Club Among Students

Armour Tech News

Under the leadership of Alphonse D. Breslau, a harmonica club is being organized among tech students. Fifteen students attended the first meeting, which was held in Assembly Hall last Friday evening. Discussions on the harmonica occupied the greater part of the evening, and arrangements were made to include the purchase of a harmonica for each member of the club.

Any students who are interested are urged to attend the next meeting, which will be held at 7:30 p.m. on March 29, in Assembly Hall. The cost of the harmonica will be divided among the members of the club.

NOTICE

Due to the large number of students who wish to attend the dance, the results of the dance will be posted in The Argonaut. Any student who wishes to attend the dance will be advised by the dance committee.

Some students have been advised by the dance committee that they have been turned away from the dance because of the large number of students who wish to attend. However, the committee has advised that all students who have been advised of this will be given priority in the selection of dance partners.

Senior Chemical Trip

The senior chemical trip will begin on March 30 and will last for five days. Students who are interested in attending the trip are urged to sign up as soon as possible.

Junior Class to Elect Marshall

The junior class will meet on Monday, March 27, to elect their class officers. The class is divided into four main groups, and the officers of each group are to be elected. The officers will be responsible for the smooth operation of the junior class and will be expected to give their fullest attention to the work of the class.

Midwest Trackmen Point for Fifth Armour Invitational Relays to Be Held April 1

Outstanding college track and field stars of the Midwest will compete in Armour Tech's Fifth Annual Invitational Relay Competition, scheduled for April 1. The meet will be held in the Armour Tech stadium, and will feature the best track and field teams from the Midwest.
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**THE SLIPSTICK**

Clowned to "The Slapstick," let the Slipstick fly where it may.

Last week after an amusing song and lively step the slapping was approaching and was completed with a few laughs from the audience. A new and improved Slipstick has been added to the line-up. We have received a few complaints, but the Slipstick seems to be a smash in the annals of the Armour College and promises to be a continuation of the Slipstick forever.

LOUZY PU 9666 C.

May not be true, but all the same you should know it.

While "A window pane..."

Again the Slipstick has got antic and is such the stuff!

"There are no more songs that are true, and if there are any more, you're up to the devil's shop!"

Frolic, frolic...

"There are no more songs that are true, and if there are any more, you're up to the devil's shop!"

Frolic, frolic...

Patriots' Day! In the future, you'll be thanking me.

In spite of what the bulletin says, here they are: They'll never go to the wars for a dollar.

YELLOW ORANGE

An announcement of something that was to come.

Red: It's that way.

Green: We have a lot of students who are going to get something out of it.

Brown: I'm not sure if it will be any good.

White: Yes, but you won't like it.

MINUTE PHILOSOPHY

Unfortunately, it was not as meaningful as it seemed.

The hour is coming. It will be remembered.

"Great Reversal! Is that the right one?"

"Chop Suey! How that's my blind color!"

The above equals results that the Freshmen and Sophomore classes have something to do with.

The above equals results that the Freshmen and Sophomore classes have something to do with. The editors are concerned, "Ask 'em if they know it?"

THE DEACON

Sitting in a school of eight, hands of a hundred, a hand of a hundred, hands of a thousand, and the school is changed forever. The hands change the school and whatever we can do to further its cause, to build it up and make it as large and as strong as it can be, is all we want. The school is changed forever. I think we should all try to make ourselves more proud to associate ourselves with the university institution. And just how can this be achieved?

Let's have a band!

**FRESHMAN SOPHOMORE INFORMAL at the MEDINAH ATHLETIC CLUB**
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Editor: R. B. Zegers

"Let's have a band!" Armour Institute of Technology students believe that the establishment of an institution of learning, of social aspirations and all—no doubt—had its day in the dim and distant past. But with the advent of the new and the present, we have the status of Armour which is to be proud of as an institution and a home, retaining as they do, the glory of the past. Better leadership is needed, but without proper school spirit, without that necessary something that the school spirit creates, the band is lost.

With the Armour Reys close at hand; with the Junior Week and Senior Day also not far distant, the band is likely to be the talk of the moment. It is absolutely essential that Armour be able to show itself as an institution, and it is also necessary that the band students themselves be as fine, for the band. There seems to be something, or something should be started and that something is needed.

EAGLE EYE

**ARX NEWS**

More you notice the more important your school becomes, and the more you notice it, the more your school becomes important. The more you notice it, the more important your school becomes, and the more important your school becomes, the more important your school becomes.
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OTHER CAMPUSES

California: California State College, Los Angeles. Developed by the late Dr. Albert J. B. Calvani, former U.S. Bureau of Reclamation engineer, this campus is now operated by the University of Southern California. The campus is located on a 140-acre site and is the former home of the San Pedro Company.

University of Colorado: The University of Colorado in Boulder is one of the largest universities in the United States. It is located on a 500-acre site and is home to more than 30,000 students. The university is known for its strong programs in science, engineering, and business.
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Fraternity Notes

THETA XI

The annual Fraternity Prom was held at the Hotel Theresa. There were several fraternity dances and parties, including the Theta Xi Dance, the Alpha Phi Omega Dance, and the Kappa Delta Rho Dance. The Theta Xi dance was held at the Hotel Theresa, and the other dances were held at different locations around the city.

Sigma Kappa Delta

Sigma Kappa Delta is one of the largest and most prominent fraternities on the campus. The fraternity is known for its strong programs in science, engineering, and business.

Get Your Easter Suit Now!

COHN BROTHERS

527 Madison St.
Phone 7271.7111

MEDITINAH

ATHLETIC CLUB BUILDING

DINE AND DANCE

Thursday Evening Dances

75c

Per Person

Including Dancing and Special 4 Course

Dinner in Our Main Dining Room.

From 9:30 until ??

Free Checking, Unlimited Parking, Fine Orchester, Excellent Crowd.

Armour Students can enjoy themselves at these Thursday Evening Affairs.

For Reservations Phone H. G. PHILLIPS, Business Manager

8440 4100
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ARMOUR TECH NEWS
ARMOUR TANKMEN LOSE TO LOYOLA IN SEASON FINAL

Win 4, Loss 8 Is the 39 Tech Swimming Team Record

KOLVE MADE CAPTAIN

The Tech swimmers were defeated in the season's first outmouthing by a 20 to 16 count. Loyola was the victor, delighting Armour for the season.

The Armour tankmen were defeated in their third encounter of the year. It is not unusual for Tech swimming teams to lose even if they are favored to win. The Tech swimmers did not lose any of their races.

Collett and Kenney Start

Collett and Kenney were the high lights of the Tech team when they established new Tech records in their events. Collett won both the 50 yd. and 100 yd. freestyle races in both events. Kenney also established a new Tech record in the 100 yd. freestyle race.

The majority of the Tech records were broken and new records established during the season.

January 15—Armour 36, Creve Coeur 18

February 1—Armour 33, Illinois Western 11

February 15—Armour 40, Northwestern University

February 16—Armour 41, Northwestern University

February 11—Armour 39, Michigan

February 12—Armour 37, Loyola

February 13—Armour 32, Northwestern University

February 24—Armour 30, Creve Coeur College

March 1—Armour 36, Loyola University

March 2—Armour 39, Northwestern University

March 10—Armour 32, Illinois Western University

March 15—Armour 31, Loyola University

March 16—Armour 31, Northwestern University

Armour Swimmers Achieved

The schedule that the Armour team faced was based on the records of the meet. It proved to be excellent and the team earned a winning record. Armour won every event in the meet.

The majority of the Armour records were broken and new records established during the season.

GROWING A FLOWER GIRL

It's fun to be fooled...it's more fun to know

A trick frequently worked in cigarette advertising is the illusion that a cigarette comes from a mysterious process of manufacture.

EXPLANATION: All popular cigarettes today are made in modern sanitary factories with up-to-date machinery. All are kept treated—some more than others; however, tobacco leaves require more intensive treatment than do the tobacco leaves. The better the tobacco leaves, the milder they are.

It is a fact, well known by tobacconists, that Camels are made from finer, more expensive tobacco than any other popular brand.

That is why Camels are so mild. That is why Camels have given more than any other cigarettes over the years.

It's the secret of Camel's mildness.